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ON THE ADAPTATION OF ASSURANCE FORMULÆ TO THE
ARITHMOMETER OF M. THOMAS.

To the Editor of the Assurance Magazine.
SIR,—In adapting assurance formulæ to the processes that may be

wrought on M. Thomas de Colmar's Arithmometer, the following expres-
sions have occurred to me. They appear to be worthy of record, and I
therefore submit them to you.

For simplicity of notation, let
l =lx or lxy, &c., i.e., expressions into which only lives enter;
d=dx or dxy, or &c., expressions into which deaths enter;

or &c., expressions into which the rate of
interest enters;

a ==ax, or axy, &c., annuities of all kinds;
A=Ax, or Axy, or &c., assurances of all kinds;

also let l1, a1, A1, be the same, but advanced one year;

then in all cases (1)

and (2)

Of these equations, the first, in the form is well known;

the second is, to me at least, new; and both, for mechanical computation,
are very convenient. Being symmetrical they are easy to remember.

The subjoined small table will enable any of your readers, who may be
so disposed, to try these methods. I do not propose them as the fittest for
working by hand, but I am persuaded that the days of hand work in the
actuary's craft are coming to an end. The arithmometer is not an expen-
sive machine, and its speed and certainty are invaluable.

I am, Sir,
Yours very truly,

J. HANNYNGTON.
Kingstown (near Dublin),

16th March, 1865.
Carlisle Table, 3 per Cent. Difference of Ages, 3 Years.

At the highest age and
both vanish, and at the age next
below vanishes; the initial

At the highest age vanishes,

and the expression becomes

value is, therefore,

where x = 1 0 3 .
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